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LINKED EQUIPMENT & CAPNA SYSTEMS TURNKEY
MODULAR ETHANOL EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
Our Turnkey Extraction Labs Come Fully Equipped with Capna’s Atles Ethanol
Extraction System, Allowing Extraction to Begin on the Day of Delivery.
The LINKED EQUIPMENT and Capna ® Systems joint effort provides a fully turnkey and modular cannabis
extraction lab equipped with an ethanol extraction system that can process up to 3000 lbs. of biomass in a
10-hour shift. In working with Capna ® we have designed a lab built from shipping containers that will house the
process in as little a footprint as 1500 square feet.
The extraction system is modular, and can start at 1000 lbs. per 10 hour shift and easily ramp up to 3000 lbs. per
10 hour shift simply by adding components. The labs are delivered on site with equipment installed and plumbing
fixtures included. Training can be conducted on site, and our turnkey extraction lab solution enables processing
to begin on the day of delivery.

Tailored Solutions The Capna® and Linked Equipment Design Process offers customized solutions to clients

looking for extraction facilities that are efficient, scalable, and fully integrated. This means that we work together
with each and every client to identify and serve their production needs - collaborate with us to design your ideal
production facility! By creating an extraction process that can be scaled effortlessly, you will save time and money
while avoiding any hassle that may disrupt your operation.

“Modularity” As your company grows, Capna® and Linked Equipment will grow right alongside you! If your

capacity needs outpace your operation, you can easily expand your throughput by adding components from
pre-existing Capna® Extraction Platforms, including our premier Atles or Ares systems. We have a “designfor-scalability” operational philosophy that allows operators to plug-and-play Capna® hardware and scale their
extraction process. This modular system reinforces long-term reliability with built-in redundancies, thereby
allowing you to lower future capital investments and stay competitive.
Increase your profitability and efficiency and reduce costs with our industrial turnkey modular labs suited to any
size hemp extraction operation and able to grow with your business.

Key Benefits
Process up to 3,000 lbs. of hemp in a 10-hour shift
Delivered to your site, fully equipped with plumbing
Modular labs, fully automated, with high throughput
Full data analytics
Low operating costs
Custom designed for your operation; ability to add components as you grow
Design footprint can accommodate even small areas (min. 1,500 sq. ft.)
CGMP Certified Processing Consultants offer on-site training
Manufactured to highest safety and building standards
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